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1 |  INTRODUCTION

In modern electronic warfare, the multiple‐input–multiple‐
output (MIMO) radar or communication system has become 
an important tool for electronic reconnaissance and intelli-
gence transmission. As a common MIMO radar or commu-
nication signal, different types of modulation modes usually 
have a severe overlap in both time and frequency in the re-
ceivers, as the frequency bands of radar and communication 
system are generally covered by each other; therefore, it can-
not be directly used in the latter signal classification and rec-
ognition tasks [1,2].

To extract the source signals from the observed signals 
with little a priori knowledge of the sources or channel, 
blind source separation (BSS) is applied to this problem 

[3]. On the grounds of the mixing modes, BSS usually con-
sists of a linear mixture, nonlinear mixture, and convolu-
tive mixture, and here, we study the linear mode. In actual 
reception scenarios, the number of sources usually exceeds 
the number of sensors. Such a scenario constitutes an un-
derdetermined blind source separation (UBSS), so the tra-
ditional methods for solving positive and overdetermined 
BSSes, which include the joint approximate diagonaliza-
tion of eigenmatrices algorithm, independent component 
analysis (ICA), and equivariant adaptive separation for 
independence algorithm, which are no longer suitable for 
UBSS [4‒6].

Currently, many studies on UBSS are mainly fo-
cused on the multidimensional mapping method based 
on ICA and sparse‐component analysis (SCA) [7‒9]. The 
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multidimensional mapping method maps existing observed 
channels into a multidimensional matrix for being able to 
utilize ICA algorithm, and then achieves source separa-
tion accurately, such as fourth‐order blind identification 
(FOBI)[10] based on tensor decomposition and second‐
order blind identification of underdetermined mixtures 
(SOBIUM) [11]. However, the multidimensional map-
ping methods are targeted in different specific received 
scenarios, lacking certain universality. SCA aims to look 
for an approximate solution through the signal sparse rep-
resentation, so it could be applied more widely, and here, 
we focus on SCA to proceed the research. SCA consists 
of two steps: (a) Transform the signal into the analyzing 
domain (eg, time–frequency domain, wavelet domain) for 
more sparse representation, and then estimate the mixing 
matrix; and (b) reconstruct the source signals by the sig-
nal's sparse representation. Therefore, the accuracy of the 
mixing matrix estimation is crucial for the separation and 
directly determines the reconstruction performance of the 
source signals.

1.1 | Related work
As for the mixing matrix estimation in the UBSS problem, 
in general, a clustering algorithm or potential function al-
gorithm is adopted. Bofill and Zibulevsky [12] utilized 
the potential function algorithm for estimating the under-
determined mixing matrix, but the selection of parameters 
involved lacks theoretical guidance. As for the application 
of clustering algorithm, Abrard and Deville proposed the 
time‐frequency ratio of mixture (TIFROM) method [13], 
and Yilmaz and Rickard proposed the degenerate un-
mixing estimation technique (DUET) [14]; both of these 
methods need signals to be greatly sparse in the time‐fre-
quency (TF) domain, requiring that only one source ex-
ists in most of adjacent TF grids. To expand and lower 
the sparsity limitation, TF single‐source points (TF‐SSP) 
was proposed by Reju and others. TF points where only 
one source exists are called single‐source points (SSPs), 
whereas those in which multiple sources exist are called 
multiple‐source points (MSPs). The TF‐SSP method 
[15,16] allows a low level of overlap among the sources, 
but the subsequent clustering process need enough TF‐
SSP of each source to come into linear signal features for 
estimating, which still demands good sparsity in hybrid 
signals. Then, the core of the research was transferred to 
the clustering process for higher accuracy. K‐means and 
fuzzy c‐means [1,16‒18] are two widely used clustering 
methods for mixing matrix estimation, although they are 
not robust to outliers or noise in the data and the num-
ber of sources need to be determined first. Cluster‐center 
modification methods based on the Hough transform 

were then developed to reduce the influence of outliers or 
noise and improve the accuracy of the estimated mixing 
matrix [19,20]. Next, density‐based spatial clustering of 
applications with noise (DBSCAN) was proposed to au-
tomatically obtain the number of sources by categorizing 
TF‐SSP [21‒23] and performs better on the mixing matrix 
estimation by via combination with the Hough transform. 
However, DBSCAN has high computing complexity, and 
when the ratios of the coefficients which are from different 
columns of the mixing matrix are close, the performance 
of clustering declines sharply and DBSCAN easily yields 
the wrong number of sources. Furthermore, some studies 
for extending the sparsity restriction are proposed to ad-
dress the problem of low signal sparsity [24,25], but they 
suffer from issues such as high complexity and conditions 
that are difficult to satisfy. In general, the above methods 
based on TF‐SSP demand good sparsity and a low level of 
overlap to be effective. Therefore, with poor sparsity, the 
mixing matrix estimation based on high‐order cumulants 
of tensor decomposition (HOCTD) was applied [26,27], 
but it needs to assume that a time delay exists among the 
sources. To eliminate this assumption, non‐negative ma-
trix factorization and non‐negative Tucker decomposition 
were proposed [28], but the estimated mixing matrixes 
need to be non‐negative.

In the above‐mentioned methods, they perform gener-
ally well, but the main shortcomings could be summarized 
to two points as follows: (a) Because of the clustering 
process, the methods based on the TF‐SSP need enough 
SSP to achieve effective estimation, indicating that good 
sparsity and a low level of overlap among the sources are 
needed; meanwhile, the clustering algorithms are fairly 
sensitive to the difference among the ratios of the coeffi-
cients in the mixing matrix and the extrinsic noise, so the 
accuracy of the estimated mixing matrix declines easily. 
(b) The mixing matrix in the methods based on HOCTD 
need to have non‐negativity. Briefly, the shortcomings 
of the existing methods restrict the types of the mixing 
matrix greatly, which actually depends on the type of 
hybrid signals.

To overcome the above‐mentioned shortcomings, this 
study investigates a method that combines the TF‐SSP 
detection and a local peak‐detection mechanism based 
on interval probability (LPIP) to deal with the mixing 
matrix estimation of dual‐channel TF overlapped signals 
with low sparsity and strong TF overlap. The method can 
be divided into three steps: (a) Hybrid signals are trans-
formed into the TF domain by using short‐time Fourier 
transform (STFT), because STFT may not introduce 
cross terms when multiple frequency components exist, 
and then TF‐SSP is selected out to improve the spar-
sity. (b) In order to eliminate the quantity dependence 
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of TF‐SSP and effectively remove the TF interference 
points and redundant signal features, we segment the 
value range of the coefficient ratios of the detected TF‐
SSP into multiple subintervals, and then estimate the 
number of sources and extract the main signal features 
by LPIP. (c) The extracted features are used to estimate 
the mixing matrix.

In this paper, the clustering process is replaced by LPIP 
which combines the ideas of the probability and classifica-
tion, so when there exists moderate quantity of the TF‐SSP 
which are not destroyed by noise or interference severely, the 
proposed method has no limitation on the level of overlap 
among the sources in the TF domain, expanding the types of 
mixing matrix and hybrid signals.

1.2 | Outline of the paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
22, the hybrid signal model of UBSS is introduced, and 
the proposed method for mixing matrix estimation and 
algorithm complexity are presented. The evaluation index 
is briefly presented and the performance of the proposed 
method and comparison are numerically evaluated in 
Section 32.2.2. Finally, some conclusions are provided 
in Section 43.2.

2 |  PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 | Detection of single‐source points
The instantaneous linear mixed UBSS mathematical model 
with noise can be represented as:

where f(t) represents the observed hybrid signal, A∈Rm×n is 
the observation matrix, s(t) represents n source signals, v(t) 
models the additive noise, and m<n.

The sources have multiple overlaps in both time and 
frequency, indicating low signal sparsity, so STFT, a lin-
ear TF distribution which does not introduce cross terms 
when multiple frequency components exist, is used to 
transform hybrid signals to the TF domain to improve the 
signal sparsity. For the solvability of the TF‐SSP detec-
tion problem, the following assumptions should be satis-
fied here.

2.1.1 | Assumption 1
The observation mixing matrix A∈Rm×n is row full rank to 
ensure that all the sources can be separated from f(t).

2.1.2 | Assumption 2
There always exists a moderate quantity of TF‐SSP in the TF 
domain for each source. This ensures that all sources can be de-
tected, such that the mixing matrix can be estimated accurately.

Under the noiseless case, when the number of receiving 
channels m = 2, then the STFT coefficients of the observed 
hybrid signal f(t) is formulated as:

where F(t, f ) and S(t, f ) are the STFT coefficients of the mix-
tures f(t) and sources s(t) at the TF point (t, f ).

Next, F(t, f ) is divided into two types, TF‐SSP and TF‐
MSP, to analyze. Here, their corresponding formula deriva-
tions are given as follows.

At any TF‐SSP, where only one source exists, the real and 
imaginary parts of F1(ti, fi) and F2(ti, fi) can be written as:

where Re and Im, respectively, represent the real and imagi-
nary parts. Therefore, theoretically, we obtain [16]

Consider the TF‐MSP where multiple sources exist. To 
simplify the analysis, we assume that two sources exist on 
the TF‐MSP, and the corresponding STFT coefficients are 
Sp(ti, fi) and Sq(ti, fi), then the real and imaginary parts of 
F1(ti, fi) and F2(ti, fi) can be written as:
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For the TF‐MSP, if the (5) is true, then we obtain

It can be easily seen that (8) will equal zero as (5) only if

However, the probability of such a condition is very low 
in reality. Therefore, for TF‐MSP, (5) generally does not 
make sense. Hence, TF‐SSP can be obtained according to (5). 
Considering to the actual error, we set the threshold �1 ranging 
from 0.01 to 0.1 according to the previous study [16], to relax 
the condition as:

Then, the TF points satisfying (10) are considered TF‐
SSP. The entire TF‐SSP is denoted as Ψ; usually, the number 
of points in Ψ is large, so to reduce the computing costs and 
overcome the influence of low‐energy TF points, Ψ needs to 
be filtered as:

where � ∈ (0, 1) and only the points whose energy exceeds 
a fraction � of the maximum energy are retained. After the 
above process, the signal sparsity is improved greatly, which 
provides a foundation for the mixing matrix estimation.

2.2 | Local peak‐detection mechanism based 
on interval probability
After the TF‐SSP detection and filtering of the low‐energy 
TF points, the coefficients of retained TF‐SSP in dual chan-
nel are denoted as:

where Xk ∈ F1(t, f ) and Y
k
∈ F2(t, f ). Although all source 

signal features are contained in Ω, there still exist some un-
expected TF interference points from the signal distortion or 
noise. Hence, how to extract the uppermost source signal fea-
tures is a challenge.

First, we denote the TF coefficient ratios as Dk, which can 
be represented as:

Combining (3) and (4), we can represent (13) as:

where n is the number of the sources. Hence, we find that 
{Dk}

K
k=1

 has multiple linear clustering features in different 
value ranges because of the difference among all a1t/a2t. The 
traditional methods use clustering to distinguish different value 
clusters from {Dk}

K
k=1

, and estimate a1t/a2t by determining each 
cluster center. In other words, clustering is the key of the mix-
ing matrix estimation, whose performance also directly affects 
the estimation of the number of the sources. However, when 
the value difference between the adjacent a1t/a2t is minor, or 
there exist some decentralized points that are mostly gener-
ated from TF interference points around a1t/a2t, then {Dk}

K
k=1

 
cannot be classified correctly and the wrong number of cluster 
centers is obtained. To solve the deficiency of the clustering, 
we propose segmenting {Dk}

K
k=1

 into M uniform subintervals, 
where the length of each subinterval is L:

where max (Dk) and min (Dk) represent the maximum and 
minimum of {Dk}

K
k=1

, respectively. All subintervals have the 
same length L, whereas the inside quantity distributions of Dk 
are different. The number of Dk in a single subinterval cor-
responds to the appearing probability of the retained (Xk, Yk),  
so the more Dk is distributed, the higher the appearing prob-
ability becomes, indicating more signal features. The single 
interval probability Pi can be written as:

where li denotes the number of Dk in the ith subinterval, and 
K is the sum of Dk from all subintervals. Because the value 
range of Dk in subintervals is limited by L, the classification 
of a1t/a2t greatly depends on the segmenting precision �2. 
Here, L is set as:

When �2 is set to a smaller value, the subintervals are 
finely segmented and more similar Dk are isolated to differ-
ent subintervals, which brings back more obvious linear clus-
tering features. With regard to both the noiseless and noisy 
cases, Section 2.4 provides the setting overview to the value 
range of �2.
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Because all subintervals generate different Pi, there must 
exist multiple local peaks Ppeak

i
, which represent multiple ag-

gregated single‐signal features. To highlight the salient signal 
features and neglect the interference, smoothing and filtering 
processes are proposed, and the following constraints are used.

2.2.1 | Constraint 1
Make the original curve of Pi continuous and smooth. The 
length of smoothing window is set as h. Let pi denote the 
interval probability after smoothing, and the output sequence 
in the smoothing window is (pi, pi+1, … , pi+h−1), which is

2.2.2 | Constraint 2
Select the more representative local peak; thus, 
pi−j < p

peak

i
, pi+j < p

peak

i
, j = 1, 2, 3 and p

peak

i
>

1

M

∑M

i=1
pi 

are ensured.
After the above processing, the more representative and 

valid signal features are obtained. Meanwhile, the number of 
the local peak in the new curve is the estimated number of 
the sources.

Each local peak ppeak

i
 is associated with a specified subin-

terval named valid subinterval. Let {Ut}
n
t=1

 denote valid sub-
intervals, where n is the estimated number of the sources. It 
can be known that each Ut contains a host of Dk aggregated 
into linear signal features strongly according to (14). Here, in 
order to reduce the redundant signal features and unexpected 
TF interference points, we only retain the Dk in Ut to limit the 
distribution range of a1t/a2t.

To improve the estimated accuracy of a1t/a2t further, 
we make specific optimization on the retained Dk. So that 
each Dk cluster shows great volatility, all values of Dk in a 
single Ut are reported. First, in order to reduce statistical 
difficulty and highlight the main signal features, we limit 
the value of Dk to four or five decimal places, and their 
ratios are

where rg denotes the ratio of the gth value of Dk (after limita-
tion of decimal precision), dl

g

t  denotes the quantity of the gth 
value of Dk, Nt is the whole quantity of Dk in Ut. The Dk cor-
responding to max (rg) is only retained for more representa-
tiveness. If there still exist multiple values in the retained Dk, 
then the average value of retained Dk is equal to the estimated 
a1t/a2t.

2.3 | Mixing matrix estimation
Let â1t/â2t denote the estimated a1t/a2t, and â1t/â2t index mul-
tiple groups of TF points from Ω={Xk, Yk}

K
k=1

. In a single Ut, 
the final retained Xk or Yk are almost symmetrical, as show in 
Figure 1. In reality, the positive or negative estimated value 
depends on the distribution of TF points, so we account for 
the characteristic of each indexed TF point and represent the 
results as [X

positive

k
, X

negative

k
] and [Y

positive

k
, Y

negative

k
], where 

X
positive

k
 and X

negative

k
 are the TF points of the positive and 

negative values in {Xk}
K
k=1

, respectively. In terms of quantity, 
when positive>negative, then the average operation is taken 
on all Xpositive

k
 or Ypositive

k
 to output xk or yk. According to (20) 

and (21), (xk, yk) is mapped to the hypersphere of the unit to 
obtain the estimated â1t/â2t [29], which is

The procedure to estimate the mixing matrix based on in-
terval probability is summarized as follows.

Step 1: Transform the observed hybrid signal f(t) into the 
TF domain using STFT and represent the TF coefficients as 
F(t, f ).

Step 2: Detect TF‐SSP using (10) to improve the sparsity 
of the source, and then filter the low‐energy points using (11).

Step 3: According to (13–17), segment the TF coefficient 
ratios Dk into M uniform subintervals based on the segment-
ing precision �2, smooth and filter the interval probability 

(18)

pi =Pi∕(20+1),

pi+1 = (Pi+Pi+1+Pi+21 )∕(21+1),

pi+2 = (Pi+Pi+1+⋯+Pi+22 )∕(22+1),

⋮

pi+h−1 = (Pi+Pi+1+⋯+Pi+2h )∕(2h+1).

(19)rg =
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g

t

Nt

,
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xk√
x2

k
+y2

k

,

(21)
â2t =

yk√
x2

k
+y2

k

.

F I G U R E  1  The sample distribution of X
k
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curve to obtain the local peaks by the constraint from 1 to 2, 
and then obtain the number of local peaks to ensure the num-
ber of sources n. In order to improve the estimated accuracy 
and optimize the extraction of TF‐SSP further, combine the 
valid subintervals {Ut}

n
t=1

 and (19) to retain the TF‐SSP with 
optimal signal features and obtain â1t/â2t.

Step 4: Judge the signs of the retained Xk or Yk by ac-
counting for the properties of positive and negative of 
retained TF‐SSP, and then map the average results to the 
hypersphere of the unit using (20) and (21), to obtain the 
mixing matrix by column.

2.4 | Discussion about segmenting precision
As the difference of the adjacent a1t/a2t is minor, the seg-
menting precision �2 = L, representing the length of each 
subinterval, should be precise enough to ensure the right 
classification. In the noiseless case, (17) is the match condi-
tion that is efficient to classify all a1t/a2t theoretically, but 
in consideration of the TF interference points, it needs to be 
adjusted as:

where � is a modified positive parameter, and generally, 
� = 0.5. Because (9) cannot come into existence basically, 
min

(
a1p

a2p

−
a1q

a2q

)
>0 is always true.

In the noisy case, the noise variance let fluctuations occur 
around a1t/a2t, in varying degrees. When the noise is additive, 
for ensuring any a1t/a2t can be classified, the segmenting pre-
cision is modified as:

where � denotes the estimated noise standard deviation and it 
could affect the distribution of the TF coefficient ratios. 
Because min

(
a1p

a2p

−
a1q

a2q

)
−2𝛿 <0, then there always exists 

a1t/a2t unable to be classified correctly by the subintervals, 
and the proposed method is no longer applicable.

2.5 | Analysis of algorithm complexity
The algorithm complexity of the proposed method in this 
paper mainly consists of two parts: the TF‐SSP detection 
and the local peak detection based on interval probability. 
When the number of data points of F(t, f ) in dual channel 
is n (n→∞), because the operations of both the TF‐SSP 
and local peak detection are mostly linear, the comput-
ing complexity of the TF‐SSP detection could be O(n).  
Considering the smoothing and filtering process, the 
computing complexity in local peak detection can be calcu-
lated and represented as approximately O(n + mh + m2h), 
where m is the number of subintervals, h is the length 
of the smoothing window, and m, h ∈ N+. Therefore, 
the algorithm complexity of the proposed method could 
be O(n + n + mh + m2h) = O(n). Traditional methods 
include the clustering algorithm, because the cluster-
ing algorithms themselves have high complexity, also 
involve some designs of the parameters. Table 1 shows 
the algorithm complexity of five kinds of popular cluster-
ing  algorithms to make a comparison with the proposed 
method [30].

From the view of the algorithm complexity, K‐means al-
gorithm and the proposed method are at the same level, but 
the difference is that it is necessary for K‐means algorithm 
to set the number of clusters in advance, but the proposed 
method does not need. From the above, the proposed method 
is excellent and more considerable.

3 |  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 | Evaluation criteria and simulating 
parameters
The normalized mean‐square error (NMSE) is used as the 
criterion for evaluating the proposed method in terms of the 
accuracy of the estimated mixing matrix. The NMSE expres-
sion is defined as:

where m and n are the number of rows and columns in the 
original mixing matrix A, respectively; âij is the (i, j)th ele-
ment of the estimated mixing matrix Â; and aij is the (i, j)th 
element of A. When the NMSE value is smaller, it indicates 
higher accuracy of the estimated mixing matrix. Then, we 
define the overlap ratio in the time and frequency domain, 
and here let tratio and fratio denote the time‐domain and fre-
quency‐domain overlap ratios of the source signal, respec-
tively, which are written as:

(22)� min

(
a1p

a2p

−
a1q

a2q

)
,

(23)�2 ≤ min

(
a1p

a2p

−
a1q

a2q

)
− 2�,

(24)𝜎NMSE = 10 lg

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(âij −aij)
2

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

a2
ij

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,
T A B L E  1  The comparison of different algorithms

Algorithm
Need to set the 
number of clusters?

Algorithm 
complexity

K‐means Yes O(n)

Hierarchical 
Clustering

No O(n3)

DBSCAN No O(n2)

Meanshift No O(n2)

FCM Yes O(n3 log 2n)

Proposed method No O(n)
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where tover and fover represent the overlap between the adja-
cent sources in the time domain and the frequency domain, 
respectively, tlen and flen are the duration and bandwidth of 
the source.

Here, four types of radar and communication signals 
are selected as source components for analysis, including 
linear frequency modulation (LFM), even quadratic fre-
quency modulation (EQFM), quaternary frequency shift 
keying (4FSK), and Frank phase coding (FRANK). Each 
signal sequence has 20 000 points, the sampling frequency 
is Fs = 20 kHz, the random carrier frequency value of 
each signal is set in the [1/8, 1/4] × Fs range, and other pa-
rameters are set as listed in Table 2. Figure 2 gives the TF 
distributions of the four sources and hybrid sample signal.

Two tests are needed. Test 1 is used to verify the effective-
ness of the proposed method and report the accuracy of the 
estimated mixing matrix. Under different signal‐to‐noise ra-
tios (SNRs), multiple traditional mainstream methods of un-
derdetermined mixing matrix estimation are compared with 
the proposed method in Test 2.

3.2 | Test 1

3.2.1 | Noiseless case
Here, four selected source signals have an overlap of both 
time and frequency in the noiseless case, the mixing matrix 
and simulating parameters are set using (22), and the related 
parameters are set as listed in Table 3.

Here, let (F1(t, f ), F2(t, f )) denote the TF coefficients of 
the observed hybrid signals (f1(t), f2(t)). The scatter plot of 
(F1(t, f ), F2(t, f )) is shown in Figure 3A, and the scatter plot after 
the TF‐SSP detection and low‐energy points filtering is shown in 
Figure 3B.

After the smoothing and filtering process on the interval 
probability curve, we can obtain four obvious local peaks, 
so the estimated number of the sources n = 4, as shown in 
Figure 4. The local peaks are associated with different valid 
subintervals, and the restored TF coefficient ratios Re[F1(t, 
f)]/Re[F2(t, f)] are shown in Figure 5A. To achieve insight 
of the processing effect, the scatter plot of all valid subin-
tervals is given in Figure 5B to compare with Figure 3. It 
can be seen that the source signal features aggregate well 
with obvious linear characteristic, and most of the TF inter-
ference points and redundant signal features are removed.

The restored TF coefficient ratios get further optimization 
using (19), and we can find

From Figure 5A and the estimated result â1t/â2t, it can be 
seen that as the difference between a1t/a2t is minor, the pro-
posed method still be effective to make right classification, 
and the final estimated mixing matrix is

Computing the estimation accuracy of the obtained mix-
ing matrix, NMSE = –65.7254 dB by using (24), indicating 
high accuracy and great performance.

To prove the further comparison, the clustering process 
is also tested in the noiseless case, and the hybrid signal and 
mixing matrix are the same as before. First, the coefficients 
of the detected TF‐SSP are mapped to the hypersphere as 
shown in Figure 6A, and then DBSCAN, a clustering method 
with great performance,[23] is adopted to cluster them as 
shown in Figure 6B.

In Figure 6B, red points represent the interference points 
of unimplemented clustering, and DBSCAN outputs three 
valid clusters. Through the mixing matrix A, it can be known 
that the difference between the coefficient ratios of the first 
column and the fourth column is minor, so there are two 
types of signal features being classified to the same cluster 
(Cluster 3 in Figure 6B), which results in the wrong number 
of sources, n = 3, and then the subsequent estimation work 
cannot proceed.

To further analyze the performance of the proposed method 
as the number of sources varying, the five channels of the 
sources are mixed with two channels of the observed signals, 
and the fifth signal type is selected from Table 2 randomly; 

(25)tratio =
tover

tlen

,

(26)fratio =
fover

flen

,

A=

[
0.5620 0.9848 0.7210 −0.3420

0.8272 −0.1736 0.6929 0.9397

]
.

{
â1t

â2t

}4

t=1

= [0.6790, −5.6530, 1.0410, −0.3650].

Â=

[
0.5619 0.9848 0.7205 −0.3420

0.8272 −0.1734 0.6935 0.9396

]
.

T A B L E  2  The values of the related parameters in different signal 
types

Signal type Bandwidth t
over

(%) f
over

(%)

LFM 1∕6 × Fs 100 100

EQFM 1∕6 × Fs 100 100

4FSK 1∕16 × Fs 100 100

FRANK 1∕16 × Fs 100 100

T A B L E  3  The values of the related parameters

Parameters �
1

� �
2

h

Value 0.05 0.1 0.02 5
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hence, there are two sources belonging to the same type but 
they are in different frequency band and satisfy the conditions 
of Table 2. The other related parameters are set the same as in 
Table 3. The selected mixing matrix A is given by

The scatter plot after the TF‐SSP detection and low‐en-
ergy points filtering is shown in Figure 7A. As it can be seen 

in Figure 7B, the number of sources is obtained, n = 5, and 
the estimated â1t/â2t is

Then, the final estimated mixing matrix is
A=

[
0.5620 0.9848 0.7210 −0.3420 −0.7819

0.8272 −0.1736 0.6929 0.9397 0.6234

]
.

{
â1t

â2t

}5

t=1

= [0.6800, −5.6958, 1.0397, −0.3638, −1.2560].

Â=

[
0.5623 0.9849 0.7207 −0.3419 −0.7821

0.8269 −0.1729 0.6932 0.9397 0.6227

]

F I G U R E  2  The TF distributions of the four selected sources (A–D: LFM, EQFM, 4FSK, and FRANK) and (E) hybrid sample signal

(A)

(C)

(E)

(D)

(B)
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here NMSE = –65.4764 dB, by combining the result of the 
condition of four sources and two sensors, it can be seen that 
the proposed method is still effective as the number of source 
increases. However, according to Figure 7A, when the num-
ber of sources increases, the difficulty of the detection of TF‐
SSP also increases, and then the corresponding estimation 
performance is affected slightly.

3.2.2 | Scope of application of the 
proposed method
Considering the scope of application of the proposed method, 
the white Gaussian noise is added to explore. Because the 
minimum of �2 is given by (23), it also indicates the proposed 
method's tolerance to noise, which depends on the specific 
mixing matrix. The mixing matrix A is the same as Section 
3.2.12.5; it is

and the ratio of the coefficients is

so the minimum difference among a1t/a2t is 0.3612. 
According to (23), for the validity of the proposed method, 
there should be 𝛿 <0.1806. Here, � is set as 0.15 after the 
normalization on the input hybrid signals, and other param-
eters are set as the same as Table 3. Here, Figure 8A shows 
the estimation of the number of sources n = 4, and Figure 8B 
shows the TF coefficient ratios from all valid subintervals, 

A=

[
0.5620 0.9848 0.7210 −0.3420

0.8272 −0.1736 0.6929 0.9397

]
.

{
a1t

a2t

}4

t=1

= [0.6794, −5.6728, 1.0406, −0.3639],

F I G U R E  3  The scatter plot of (f1(t), f2(t)) in the TF domain. (A) 
The original (F1(t, f ), F2(t,f )) and (B) after the TF‐SSP detection and 
low‐energy points filtering

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E  4  The obtained local peaks in the interval probability 
curve

F I G U R E  5  (A) The TF coefficient ratios from all valid 
subintervals and (B) its scatter plot

(A)

(B)
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which has almost the same distribution as Figure 5A with 
fewer data points.

From all above, it can be concluded that, different mixing 
matrixes have its tolerance of noise, and in the valid range of 
�, the proposed method is always effective.

3.3 | Test 2
In different SNR cases, the additive white Gaussian noise is 
used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method 
and other mainstream methods, which also ensures the avail-
ability of all methods. We selected V.G.’s Hierarchical 
Clustering algorithm [16], the DBSCAN‐Hough algorithm 
[23], Yibing's algorithm [31], and the modified similarity‐
based robust clustering method (MSCM) [32] to make com-
parison, and all parameters in the selected methods are based 
on their reference.

In consideration of the clustering of the traditional meth-
ods, the difference between a1t/a2t is set to be larger, and A is

With the modified mixing matrix and different SNR, the 
average results after 100 Monte Carlo trials are shown in 
Figure 9.

In Figure 9, under different SNR, the proposed algo-
rithm is more robust for the additive Gaussian noise and 
estimates the mixing matrix more accurately than other 
comparing algorithms. In all mainstream algorithms, the 
detection of TF‐SSP is almost the same, but in the subse-
quent process, they all use different clustering algorithms 
to determine â1t/â2t by clustering the signal features, so 
their performance can more easily decline as the clustering 
performance is affected by the incremental noise.

In Yi's algorithm, two clustering (K‐means) processes are 
utilized to determine the coefficients of the mixing matrix. 
The first clustering is used after the rough selection of SSPs, 
and then it reselects by using the effective filtering process 

A=

[
0.866 0.9848 0.9660 0.6210

−0.500 −0.1736 0.2588 0.7838

]
.

F I G U R E  6  (A) The coefficients of the detected TF‐SSP being 
mapped to the hypersphere and (B) the clustering performance after 
normalization

  Hypersphere

F 2
 (t

, f
)

F1 (t, f)

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

 F
2 (

t, 
f)

Normalized F1 (t, f)

(A)

(B)

F I G U R E  7  (A) The scatter plot of (f1(t), f2(t)) in the TF domain 
after the TF‐SSP detection and low‐energy points filtering and (B) the 
obtained local peaks in the interval probability curve

(A)

(B)
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and clusters the SSPs again to obtain the results, so the final 
result is the average of two clusters. It could thus have higher 
estimation accuracy than normal methods (like V.G.’s algo-
rithm) by correcting the estimation twice. However, when 
the noise increases, the first clustering process is more likely 
to be affected and to select the incorrect cluster centers from 
large quantity of detected SSPs, and the performance of K‐
means drops sharply, resulting in a deteriorative estimation 
performance directly. MSCM and DBSCAN‐Hough use dif-
ferent clustering algorithms that are more complicated and 
robust, so their performance is steadier than that of V.G.’s 
algorithm and Yi's algorithm as SNR varies.

4 |  CONCLUSIONS

For the TF overlapped signals received from dual channel, 
this paper proposes an effective method based on interval 
probability to estimate the underdetermined mixing matrix. 
The core idea of the proposed method is that, first, the hybrid 
signals are transformed into the TF domain by utilizing STFT, 
for more sparse representation, and then a novel TF‐SSP de-
tection is used to improve the TF sparsity of signals further. 
Next, LPIP is proposed to estimate the number of the sources 
and the underdetermined mixing matrix. LPIP mainly uses 
the difference of the dual‐channel TF coefficients to optimize 
and classify among multiple uniform subintervals, providing 
a great foundation for the subsequent mixing matrix estima-
tion by removing the TF interference points and redundant 
signal features almost completely. Because the clustering pro-
cess in traditional methods is replaced by LPIP, the proposed 
method lowers the limitation of signal sparsity, and as the dif-
ference in coefficient ratios in the mixing matrix is minor, the 
clustering algorithm is out of work, but the proposed method 
can still achieve high estimated accuracy of the mixing matrix 
in the noiseless case and has great robustness in the noisy 
case. However, in the noisy case, there exists the tolerance 
of noise depending on the underdetermined mixing matrix, 
when the noise exceeds the intrinsic tolerance, the proposed 
method cannot recognize the difference of signal features 
among sources anymore and become inapplicable, and the 
approach and analysis for improving the weakness is also in 
the further discussion and research. The proposed method is 
simple and effective, when there exists a moderate quantity of 
TF‐SSP in each source, which are not destroyed by noise or 
interference severely, it also has no limitation on the overlap 
of both time and frequency among the sources.
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